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Weather Forecast of SPSR-NELLORE(Andhra Pradesh) Issued On : 2020-09-01(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5
days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-09-02 6.0 36.0 27.0 75 52 8.4 165 8
2020-09-03 5.0 36.0 26.0 78 51 9.0 158 8
2020-09-04 7.0 34.0 26.0 79 52 8.6 135 7
2020-09-05 2.0 35.0 25.0 79 55 7.9 116 4
2020-09-06 3.0 35.0 26.0 79 53 7.6 150 4

Weather Summary/Alert:

As per the forecast received from the Met Centre, Amaravati; Expect verylight to light rainfall in next
five days in Nellore district. The maximum temperature might be between 34.0-36.0 °C and minimum
temperature may be 25.0-27.0°C. Morning RH may range between 75-79 % and afternoon RH may
range between 51-55%. Southern/ South Eastern winds with a speed of 7.6-9.0 kmph may occur during
the next 5 days.
��వరణ �ం��, అమ�వ� �� �చన �ర�, ���� ���� ��� 5 ��ల�
��జ��ల �ం� ��క�� వర��త �చన కల�. పగ� ఉ���గత� 34.0-36.0 ���ల
��� య� � మ�� ��� ఉ���గత� 25.0-27.0 ���ల ��� య� � న�� �వ�� .
ద��/ ఆ�� � �శ� ��� �ట� 7.6-9.0 �.�. ��� �� అవ�శ�ం�. ���
�మ ఉద� �ట 75-79 �� మ�� మ�� ��  �ట 51-55 �� న�ద��  అవ��
ఉం�.

General Advisory:

The prevailing weather conditions are favourable for pest and disease incidence in crops. Farmers are
advised to take up suitable plant protection measures.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల వల� ��ధ �ట�� ���� మ�� �డ�డ� వ��  అవ��
ఉం�. ��న ��� త� సస� ర�ణ చర� � �ప��.

SMS Advisory:

if any forecast of rainfall , there should not be any spraying of weedicides or pesticides over the crop
ఆ�� ���త� వర��త �చన �ం� క����� మ�� �����ర�
��� ���� �యర�.



Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

The present weather conditions are favourable for stem borer. To control, apply
chlorpyriphos @ 2.5 ml/li (or) acephate @ 1.5 grams (or) cartop hydrochloraide@
2.0gramsperlitre of water.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� వ�� �ం� ��� ��� �� �వ�  ���
ఆ�ం� అవ�� ఉం�. ��రణ� ������� @ 2.5�.�. �క ఎ��� @1.5
�� .�� ���� ������� @2.0 ���ల/ �ట� ��� కల� ���� ���.

RICE

Incidence of sheath blight is noticed in paddy. To control spray hexaconazole @ 2 ml
(or) validamycin @2 ml/litre of water.
వ�� �� �డ ���� గమ�ంచడ�న�. ��రణ� ��� ���� 2
�.� �� ������ @ 2 �.�/�ట� ��� క�� ���� ���.

MAIZE

Farmers are advised to monitor incidence of fall army worm in maize by arranging 4
pheromone traps per acre. If the trap catch is more than 10, they are advised to spray
neem oil @ 5ml/L of water. Based on the intensity of the pest they can go for spraying
of Thiodicarb@2g or Imamectinbenzoate @ 0.4 g per liter of water.
�క� �న� � క��ర ��� ఆ�ం� అవ�� ఉం�. ��� ఉ���
���ంచ��� ఎక��� 4 �ం��ర�క �ట�ల� ఏ�� � ���. ఒక �ట��
10 ���� ప�నట���, �ంట� �ట� ��� 5 �. �. �ప�� క��
���� �����. ��� ఉ��� బ��, �ట� ��� 2 ��. థ���ర� ్
�� 0.4 ���ల ఇ����� �ం��� క�� ���� �����.

GROUNDNUT

Present weather conditions are favouarble for tikka leaf spot. To control it, spray 400 g
mancozeb (or) 400 ml hexaconazole (or) 200 ml tebuconazole per acre, spray 2 times
at an interval of 15 days.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� ���  ఆ�మచ�  ��� ఆ�ం� అవ��
ఉం�. �� ��రణ� ఎక�� 400 ��. �ం��� (��) 400 �.�.
��� �న�� (��) 200 �. �. ��� �న�� �ప� న 200 �టర� ���
క�� 15 ��ల వ� వ�� �ం� ��� ���� ���.

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

ACID LIME

Present weather conditions are favourable for canker in acid lime. To control spray
copperoxy chloride @ 30 grams + streptomycin @ 2 grams in 10 litres of water
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �మ� �ట� గ����� ఆ�ం� అవ�� ఉం�.
��రణ� �ప� ఆ�� ���� @ 30 �� + �������� @ 2 �� ల� 10 �టర� ���
క�� ���� �����.

ACID LIME

Present weather conditions are favourable forincidence of thrips and mites in acid lime
(Button stage Crop). To control spray 10000 ppm Neem Oil @ 1.0 ml/ litre of water.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �ం� దశ� ఉన� �మ�  �ట� �మర
����మ�� �ల�న�� ఆ�ం� అవ�� ఉం�. ��రణ� 10000 ���
�ప�� @ 1.0 �.� /�ట� ��� కల� ���� ���.

ACID LIME

Present weather conditions are favourable forleaf miner damage in acid lime. For control
spraying of imidachloprid @0.5ml + wetting agent @1 ml for litres of water
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �మ� �ట� మ��గ ��� ఆ�ం� అవ��
ఉం�. ��రణ� ఇ�డ����� @ 0.5 �.�/�ట� ��� +���ం� ఎ�ం� 1 �.�
/�ట� ��� క�� ���� �����..

BRINJAL Present weather conditions are favourable for shoot and fruit borer incidence in brinjal.
To control clip the infested shoots and destroy it and spray emamectin benzoate @ 0.3
gm/lit (or) spinosad @ 0.3ml/litre of water.



Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �గ� �ం� మ�� �య ��� ���
ఆ�ం� అవ�� ఉం�. ��రణ� ��� ఆ�ం�న �మ� ల� ��ం� �శ�
�� ఎ����� �ం��� 0.3 �� /�ట� �� �� ��� 0.3� .�./�ట�
��� కల� ���� ���.

CHILLI

Incidence of thrips and mites is noticed. To control spray difenthiuron @ 1.5 grams/ litre
of water.
�రప� �మర ����మ�� �ల�న�� గమ�ంచడ�న�. ��రణ� ���
���� 1.5 �� /�ట� ��� కల� ���� ���.

BITTER
GOURD

Present weather conditions are favourable for fruit fly incidence in cucurbits. Arrange
fruit fly traps @ 6/ acre for monitoring.If incidence is noticed, spray malathion @ 2
ml/litre of water.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �గ�� �క� ల� �� ఈగ ఆ�ం� అవ��
ఉం�. ��రణ� ఎక�� 6 ��� ��న� ఎర� అమ��  ��� ఉ���
గమ�ం��. ��� ఉ��� గమ�ం�న� ��రణ� మ���� @ 2 �
.�./�ట� ��� కల� ���� ���.

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

CARP

Present weather conditions are favourable for incidence of external parasite such
as fish lice in carp culture. To control apply Ectorid-plus @ 250 ml/acre.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� ���  �పల �ంప�� �� ఆ�ం�
అవ�� ఉన� �. ��రణ� ఎ����- ప�� అ� ��� ఎక�� 250
�.�. �ప� న ���.

Others(Soil Testing/Conservation /Land Preparation Specific Advisory:

Others(Soil
Testing/Conservation

/Land
Preparation(Varieties)

Others(Soil Testing/Conservation /Land Preparation Specific Advisory

GENERAL ADVICE

As per the Extended range rainfall forecast received from the Agrimet
Division, Pune; Rainfall is expected to be Below Normal for the period of 6th
to 12th September.
వ� వ�య ��వరణ ���, �� �� స��� �ర�, ఈ ఐ�
��ల త�� త వ��  �� ���� (���ంబ� 6 వ �� �ం� 12 వ ��
వర�), ఉత�ర ��� ���� ఆ �ర� ��రణ స�స� వర��� �
���� �� వర��త �చన కల�.

GENERAL ADVICE

Farmers are advised to take preventive measures against COVID 19. Farmers
must practice personal, health hygiene and social distancing during sowing and
other intercultural operation in agricultural and horticultural crops. Maintain
safe distance of 5-6 feet during rest, taking meals.
��� అ��  ర�ల వ� వ�య, �ట� ��� సమ�� తప� �స��
వ� ��గత, ఆ�గ�  ప���భత మ�� ���క ����  ��ం��.
�త��� �త�� మ�� ఇతర వ� వ�య �� ప��
��టప� � ���ద� ��� ల� ధ�ం�� మ�� తర��
��ల� స�� � క��� ��. ��� ���ం� ����
సమ��, �జన �ళ�� మ�� ర�� ��టప� � తప� �స��
ఒక��, ఒక�� మధ�  5-6 అ��ల �ర��త ����  ��ం��.




